Verbs that usually take the dative

Cedo - yield
credo - believe
diffido - distrust
displiceo - displease
evenio - happen, occur
faveo - favor
fido (confido) - trust
ignosco - pardon
impero - command, order
indulgeo - indulge
invideo - envy
irascor - be angry at
minor (minitor) - threaten
noceo - harm
parco - spare
pareo - obey
placeo - please
resisto - resist
respondeo - answer
servio - serve
studeo - be eager, desire
suadeo (persuadeo) - exhort, recommend, persuade

Dative with Compounds of Intransitive Verbs

subvenio - support
Compounds of sum, e.g. prosum, adsum, absum...